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you can see that one two three is by far the most popular movie in the list, with 3x as many downloads as second-placed gravity. thats enough to make it the #1 movie overall, despite the fact that it only made $56
million compared to gravitys $973 million. more people downloaded this film than any other, except one or two others that got huge boosts from an international release. theres also a significant amount of interest in
the tv series the office. this is followed by the tv show californication, the comedy movie the hangover part iii and hbos true blood. the latter is only a few percentage points down on the hangover part iii, and it really

ought to have been much bigger. torrent it! is a free and open-source torrent site, just like the pirate bay. its where many would have started to download films and tv shows, and its a popular choice among the
uninitiated. you can use a search box to find exactly what you want, and the number of seeder and leecher categories will help you work out how many people are downloading and contributing. if your torrent file is
private, youll need to log into your account to be able to access it. utorrent is a mac and linux torrent client and website. it doesn’t have the same open-source status as the pirate bay, but it has a wider variety of

features, and its very popular. its software and website also continue to be updated, so its recommended as the first torrenting application to install. its certainly the go-to torrenting application if you have access to a
mac or pc.
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